LOCAL PLAN UPDATE
Strategic Issues and Priorities Consultation
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Next steps:
Currently analysing all of the comments that have been submitted to
the recent consultation and these will be reported back through LPAG
Finalising work on the sites that were put forward in 2020 SHELAA
and from the recent 2021 ‘Call for sites’
We are keen to engage with PC’s once we have analysed comments
on the growth strategy and finalised work on the 2020/2021 SHELAA
(anticipated to be in September)
An updated timetable for the Local Plan is due to be discussed at
LPAG at the end of the month and it will go to Cabinet in July

Next steps: Taking forward design issues
The main point has been how can we think about Winchester more
holistically in terms of way that the new LP deals with design and
issues but to also consider the town from a more spatial dimension.
Officers are in general agreement that the timing is now right, building
on the back of the work for the Vision for Winchester and Strategic
issues & Options consultation, to consider these two really important
issues (new design policies and spatial planning for Winchester) as
part of the LP review and it is fully accepted that there is room to do
things differently to last time.
Suggesting that we convene a series of design workshops

Next steps: Taking forward design issues
Design policies - A LP Design workshop would be arranged to
discuss how well the existing design policies, SPD and other
documents (e.g. Local Area Design Statements (LDAS) and Village
Design Statements (VDS)) work at the moment. What policies are
not working effectively in terms of delivery the right design outcomes
for the city /district and identifying any gaps in design policies in the
current LP and supporting documents.
Spatial dimension – separate follow on workshops would be
arranged to really concentrate on the spatial matters. It would be
focussed around topics/themes which would be used to discuss and
reach consensus on what opportunities there are at a more localised
level to improve different parts of Winchester Town. A separate
workshop that followed the same format would be held to discuss the
market towns and rural area.

